Surrey Association of
Woodturners

Newsletter September 2009
Reports, News and Views from North West Surrey
New Members –

MARK BAKER DAY

None

As anyone who has read the September
edition of the Woodturning Magazine will
know I won a day’s tuition with Mark Baker.
It was quite a surprise as that sort of thing
usually happens to someone else.

Paid up Membership
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Items for the Diary
Friday 9th Oct.

Club Turner

Sat. 10th Oct.

Princes Mead Centre

Sun 25th Oct

OPEN DAY

Friday 13th Nov.

Colin Simpson

Sunday 22nd Nov.

Hands on Day

Friday 11th Dec.

Xmas Special

The first thing to say is that he is quite an
early bird. He was at my house before 9
o’clock in the morning. We started with a
look around my set up, workshop, wood
store, and what I euphemistically call my
gallery. This was a very interesting session.
To have someone quite independent look
at one’s work is quite enlightening. Mark
found several pieces to say complementary
things about, then the question, “Why did
you do that?” Finally some suggestions for
design improvement.
Once in the workshop Mark produced a
piece of very punky Spalted Beech – it
really needed throwing away. We then had
a lesson on how to cut to prevent tear out.
A delve into my tool box end up with the
first of several alterations to gouge profiles.

What is this picture? See page 8 for the
answer.
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Mark then went on to a piece of Olive Ash
that he had used on a demonstration
before. This was really hard and again we
looked at tooling techniques and sanding
with oil to improve finish.

There are no coffee breaks with Mark
Baker. I did not discover whether it is that
he does not like coffee or like my children
he is on a health kick and drinks only water.

confusion, lots of my tool profiles had been
altered and trying to remember which tool
he used for which job was a headache. I
really need a refresher course.

August Practical Evening
The stage was occupied by the
competition. Bernie Walker was taking and
recording the entries. Jennie and Brian
Mitchell, who was a Judge when a member
of Hampshire, were judging using the new
system.
I was in the corner demonstrating and
selling square screws. If any member
needs some, if they either phone or E mail
me a few days before the next meeting I
can bring the items along to the meeting.
Next around the hall, John Sherwood was
making a natural edge bowl on his own
small lathe.

After lunch we found a large Ash salad
bowl that I had rough turned. Mark straight
away suggested a couple of design
changes, both outside and inside. He likes
to see a return rim on his salad bowls and I
have to agree they feel better.
A Cedar bowl of dubious design merit (my
words not his) was selected next because
Cedar is always prone to tear out and a bit
iffy to get a good tool finish. When I look at
the bowl now I see a nice clean finish, if
only I could remember how we got there!

He produced some lovely colours using
spirit stain.

He covered so much at such a rate that one
could not recall everything. We tried several
other tools and techniques such as
scrappers with negative rake. We looked at
that other sacred cow – cutting with the
grain – not always.
The day took place on a Friday.
Management decided that the weekend
was to be spent on the garden so it was
Monday before I could get back to the
workshop. Monday was a day of utter
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There was a large group around Alan Hazel
showing his Pen Wizard, However some
were distracted by another member
showing off his wooden puzzles.
Alan has written a separate article on how
the wizard works. Some of his work is
shown in the advert in the Woodturning
magazine.
Next along the side was Mel who was
finishing Pens that Alan had infilled.
Along the top of the hall was the shop run
by the two Phils with help from Bill and
Pete Evans.

Robert was in front of the stage using the
club lathe to turn balls in Yew and Walnut
and Cedar.

Paul was hobbling about on his crutches
and was demonstrating sharpening.

Corks for cork board

Sylvia and Brenda were dispensing tea and
coffee. The raffle was in the middle of the
hall and in its place was Richard making an
attractive tea light holder in Walnut.

Very many thanks to the heroic
efforts and unstinting
consumption of wine by members
of SAW, QinetiQ, North Downs
Lace Group and the Towns Women's
Guild. I now have enough corks
to complete the kids Christmas
(not bad its now August)
presents. I enclose a photograph
of one of them (cork board that
is). I made 3.
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These were originally delivered
as a board and surround with a
few rows of corks, a bottle of
glue and note saying they needed
to drink about 200 bottles of
wine to complete their Christmas
presents.
Well you all did such a good job
that I now have enough corks
that not only
have I completed the Christmas
presents but I am getting
domestic flak along
the lines of " Well corks are
not the problem, So when are you
going to make
one for me?"
Mel Martin

An article from Alan Hazel.
The answer to the potato question.
The potato is used to block the end of a brass
tube when putting the tube into the wood blank.
The blockage stops the glue going into tube and
also spreads the glue around the wood.
The Pen Wizard is to allow the decoration of
pen blanks. It works by setting gears and the
cutter movement to incise a variety of patterns
into the wood or plastic used on the blank. The
important thing is that the patterns are
repeatable and accurate. It is normally used with
a Dremel type mini drill not the overhead cutter.
I rigged that up for quietness but it is better than
the Dremel but does require a bit of experiment.
The Dremel screws straight into the mounting.
By turning the handle the cutter moves along
the track following the pattern set by the gears.
If you make only a few pens it is a luxury item

but 1 have modified it to do Lace Bobbins. I
think the club could buy one and maybe hire it
out for a small sum. If you prepare the blanks
before hand you would get a lot done in a
month. It all allows you to increase the price of
the pens you sell. Added value is 1 think the
correct term. I should add I do not have any
connection to the Tool Post who sells the Pen
Wizard other than as a customer.
As someone who willing demonstrates at the
club I would like to give some idea of what was
involved in showing the pen machine. I had to
prepare a lot of pen blanks, some needed to be
just plain, some had to be patterned and some
had to be infilled to allow them to be turned,
before this the wood had to be cut, drilled and
then the brass tubes sanded and glued into the
wood. In all about a days work then the
machine unbolted from the workbench and the
rest of gear sorted out and the reverse to put it
all back about half a day. There was a lot more
to that demo than met the eye. This is not a sob
story but just to let you know what is involved.
Its not too bad turning a bowl etc it does not
require all the preparation.
Can I just suggest that the chairs placed in front
of the demo areas should only used by people
watching the demo. Its hard enough doing the
demo and concentrating on it, without other
people holding a different conversation.
Comments about the work being done are
always welcome and can be freely expressed,
I am always willing to give advice and help
members. I really am not as miserable as I
sound.
A basic bit of advice--- If you have trouble
freehand sharpening your tools buy a cheap set
of carbon steel ones, I have seen them for as
little as £ 12 a set, often from China or India
and use them and practice sharpening them.
You can get a good edge but it wont last long,
also they grind easily, but keep some water
nearby to dip the tools in so the tools don't get
hot. Using cheap tools means you can try
different grinds and angles without wasting
your good tools. Grinding jigs are OK if you
only want to keep using the same grinds or want
a perfect grind. Sharpness is what cuts not a
perfect bevel. Look at some of the tools used by
demonstrators unless they are trying to sell you
a jig. The only reason that we have concave
grinds is to do with the stone not the way the
grind works. The turner who taught me to make
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bobbins always used a belt sander to sharpen his
skew chisel with, a nice flat grind. A long grind
can be good at times but can be difficult around
the bottom of the inside of a bowl. The best
grind is the one that works for you not a copied
one out of a book; use that as a guide to start
with and try different angles to find the one you
like best.

more racks of stored wood. I began to feel
quite envious and then he rubbed salt in
the wound by telling me he had another
store of wood in another location!! - and do
you know, he would not tell me where he
sourced his wood from, can’t think why! As
well as the wood stock there was a wide
range of equipment I would have loved to
have been let loose on.

Alan Hazel

Part 2 of Jim Goodman’s tale
of getting started
Well since the last newsletter I have made
a bit of progress, after being given the
advice “don’t practice your tool skills on
pine” (I had been collecting many pieces of
pine for practice over the last few months.
However I have now managed to put a few
shapes on some spindle work. Oh and my
grinder finally arrived.
Bearing in mind that my tools were still only
factory ground, they had become a bit blunt
after my initial practice sessions. Things
were not going too well and they needed a
good sharpen.
What could be difficult in putting a cutting
edge on a woodturning tool – thought I!!
When I made my first attempt I got my
answer and it’s not as easy as it is made to
look on the DVD is it!?.
Coincidently the next evening I received an
e-mail from Paul who advised that when I
got my grinder, “don’t attempt to sharpen
any tools until you have taken guidance” –
oops too late.
So off I went with, my now, multi facetted
tools to Paul’s, after he kindly offered to put
me right on my sharpening techniques. He
met me at his door, doing his Long John
Silver impression, as he had his foot in
plaster. Anyway once we had hobbled to
his workshop he set me on the correct
“path of sharpening enlightenment”.
I say “workshop” but what I walked into was
an Aladdin’s cave for woodturning
enthusiasts, with shelves and shelves of
wood blanks ready for the next project. In
an extension to his workshop there were

Well, when I came away that evening, from
what had amounted to a master class in
sharpening plus instruction on how to use
my 5 basic tools, I felt a lot more confident.
Paul also gave me advice on how to make
a simple wooden jig to aid my sharpening
and I was under instructions to get a copy
of “A Foundation Course in Woodturning by
Keith Rowley. I made my way home with a
lot more knowledge in sharpening tools and
how to “attack” the wood!
Having started to read Keith Rowley’s book
it is putting a few things in perspective. I
followed the instructions in the book and
now have a handy little jig fixed to my
grinder. It certainly helps me get a nice
sharp edge on the tool and makes such a
difference when making a cut. A sharp tool
even sounds different.
In my last article I asked, rather tongue in
cheek, if anyone had any discarded tools
collecting dust in the back of their workshop
and to my surprise I got a couple of
responses (but it’s not too late to look in
your workshops guys!!)
Anyway, Tom
Percival turned up on my doorstep one
stormy night (in August!) with an old Nova
Chuck, with adapter, for my Axminster
M330. Although it looked well used it was
functional and after the usual bartering and
my offer of a bag of groats, a deal was
struck. Thanks to Tom I have moved
another step forward along the path of my
retirement hobby and I turned my first bowl
during the following weekend. Not very
successful I have to say but it had a sort of
bowl shape. I need to work on turning my
spigots though before I try to put another
piece in the chuck. Nothing came flying out
but I had a lot of wobble – I think that’s the
technical term!
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One thing I need to do now is move my
lathe because when I tried to hollow out the
bowl there was a wall in the way – its either
that or cut a foot off my bowl gouge
handle!!
One piece of advice Paul gave me was
“don’t try to run before you can walk”. I
must admit I need to go back onto my
spindle work and just practice on turning
blanks from square to round before thinking
about bowls. There is so much I want to
have a go at but I now see that I need to
put the work in “until my tool becomes an
extension of my arm!” - No that’s’ not me
waxing lyrical, I think I read that
somewhere!!
Well that’s it until next time, I’ve got a lot of
practicing to do.

Dave never uses a roughing gouge, he
prefers a bowl gouge with a swept back
grind. He then cut a spigot at each end and
the marked thirds along the length and
using a parting tool made another spigot on
one of the marks. Using a tin parting tool
this was cut right through so as to leave
part of the spigot as a reference point. The
part left in the chuck would form the base,
the side was trued up and the middle
hollowed out. The curved bottom was
removed with a scraper.
The lid was then fitted in the chuck and the
middle hollowed and the joint between the
lid and base adjusted to a good fit. Sand
the inside. Dave works through the grits to
400, 600, 800 and 1200.
Refit the base in the chuck and fit the lid.
Hold this in place by bringing back the tail
stock. The lid is shaped to a ball and finial.

Jim Goodman
The weekend of 11th to 13th
September was very busy for a
lot of Club Members, the monthly
meeting
on
the
Friday,
Demonstration
at
Ash
Grange
School
on
the
Saturday
and
demonstrating at the Warco Open
days on both Saturday and Sunday
for some.

September Evening
Paul, had some sad news to announce. We
had lost a loyal member who had died
recently, John Phipps.
Our demonstrator was an old friend Dave
Reeks, who has had a change of direction,
going back to producing items for the
National trust to sell. Dave has been turning
for 30 years and now works 5 to six hours a
day on production turning, such as
roughing out 30 bowls a day. These he
boils in an 40 gallon oil drum with an
emersion heater element fitted for about 2
hours. This removes all the sap and they
will dry in his dehumidifier with little
shrinkage and no cracking.
He intended showing us a lidded box made
from Imbuia A Brazilian hardwood. He had
a piece 4” X 4” X 12” mounted between
centres. This he reduced to a cylinder.

A good finish is produced using a skew
chisel and then sanding. The tip of the finial
may require the lid to be taped with
masking tape to the base. Sand as before.
A coat of 50% sanding sealer applied and a
coat of pure Carnuba wax applied. Reverse
chuck the base to remove the spigot. Store
in newspaper if required.
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to 1200. A wooden dolly is fitted into the
chuck and protected by several sheets of
kitchen towel the bowl is reversed and held
in place by the tail stock to allow the base
to be refined. One coat of 50% sanding
sealer and several spray coats of cellulose
complete the job.
Next Dave showed us how to even up a
natural edge bowl. A hole is drilled through
the centre of the bark end to fit a 4 pronged
dive in the lathe.

To show us bowl turning Dave had a blank
of Ash from a tree felled in his garden. This
was held between the face of the chuck
and the tail stock to cut a spigot. This was
then mounted in the chuck. Dave then trued
up the face and started to shape the
outside of the bowl. He place is thumb in
the flute of the bowl gouge to prevent
shaving flying into his face.
He mentioned that he had recently bought
a Tormec grinder and found that this saved
the life of his tools.
He them started to hollow out the centre,
leaving enough wall thickness to allow for
any shrinkage when drying. To stop the
tool skitting across the face, cut a series of
rings with a thin parting tool and place the
point of the gouge in the slot. Dave needed
to change to a bowl gouge with a square
grind to shape the bottom of the bowl. The
bowl is then ready for boiling.
Dave then took a dry bowl and fitted it
between the face of the chuck and the tail
stock. This is why it is essential to mark the
centre of the base at the start of the turning
process.
The spigot was trued up and reversed to fit
in the chuck. The inside and outside could
be refined to the desired final shape. Dave
would now sand through the required grits

The wood is then mounted and the
position of the tail stock adjusted so that the
height of the rim will be equal as the wood
is turned by hand. A spigot is then cut ay
the tail stock end and the blank reversed
into the chuck. So as not to damage the
bark he started cutting away from the bark.
ie downhill but then continued as for any
other bowl.

An interesting and informative evening.

ASH GRANGE SCHOOL
The school had a special opening day and
because Pete Evans was related to one of
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the organisers, the club was invited to put
on a small demonstration and display some
of our items.

So Pete and myself took our equipment
along as it was fairly local to where we
lived.
There was quite a lot of interest in what we
were doing. Pete sold several bowls to
members of staff and there is a good
chance we have recruited a new member.

WARCO
This firm at Chiddingfold have a good
reputation for their metal working
equipment. They are now venturing into
wood turning equipment.

The event was well organised. What the
club members who demonstrated liked was
that we were given a very good buffet lunch
with wine if we wanted. I am sure there will
be no shortage of volunteers next year.
The price of the new equipment they are
selling was very reasonable. They plan to
introduce a small variable speed lathe in a
few months time, which I look forward to
seeing.

CLUB TOOL HIRE VOLUNTEER WANTED
The Club has recently purchased another 2
tools, making a total of 6 available for
monthly hire to club members to” try out in
their own workshops”.
Tool hire has, until now, been run as part of
the admin table/DVD library, but this may
be an appropriate time to look after this
expanding club asset separately. So if you
would be interested in taking this on, please
have a word with Paul or Neil.

The New Shed/ Workshop by
Peter

As well as the club demonstrating there
was a big steam railway layout, various
model engineering clubs with boats and
planes etc. plus steam engines varying in
size from big traction engines to small sit on
ones.

Several years ago I wrote an article about
my workshop being in the loft above our
bedroom. The photo on page 1 shows my
repairs to cracks in the Artex ceiling caused
by vibration from the bandsaw.
So now I have been given permission to
use a large part of the lawn to build a shed.
As soon as we started to look at sheds I
realised that 8’ by 6’ would be nowhere big
enough. The width of the lawn is 10’ so the
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shed will be 10’ by 8’. The local Scout
Headquarters has a wood pile for camp
fires on which a roof builder dumps quite
good timber.

This provided the wood for the shuttering
and nearby was rubble to form the hard
core. A friendly builder delivered 1.5 tons of
ballast for me. The only problem is that
living in a terraced house, this like the
rubble had to be brought through the house
in a large plastic tub on a sack barrow.
Using an electric cement mixer I had most
of the concrete laid in less than a day. But
Sods Law meant that I ran out of ballast
with about a fifth to do. So it was off to the
DIY store for 12 bags of ballast.

Friday afternoon started with the usual
small band of volunteers meeting at
Mytchett to load the lathe on to the van.
This required a little more brute force than
usual as the ramp had been left at home.
Then to Tilford to unload the lathe and set
up the display tent. We have done it so
many times that the only advise from Paul
we need is where the A, B, & C poles go.
With so many people knowing what they
are doing, it gets put up and taken down
very quickly. Saturday was fine and sunny
if a little chilly. We had plenty of
demonstrators, most with their own lathes.
Colin, Richard, Jennie, Brian, Harry, myself,
Claire, Rodney and Paul were all making
various items. One of our mentor students,
Val even had a go on several of the lathes.
Our catering needs were well looked after
by June and Ollie with help from Harry’s
wife Joy. Keeping an eye on the display
item in the tent were Douglas, Peter & Eric.
Chris was also helping.
Sunday was similar except that Richard’s
place was taken by Pete Evans.

The base is now complete. I am surprised
that I do not ache any where.
I have talked the owner of the property at
the foot of our garden and as he is in the
process of redeveloping his garden, he has
agreed that I can remove a fence panel and
bring the shed in that way.
(To be
continued).

RURAL LIFE WEEK END
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Rodney did not get a great amount of
turning done as he was often explaining his
wooden puzzles to people. It was a very
good week end. New equipment was PAT
tested for us. And we were all given a horse
brass as a memento of the weekend. Many
thanks to all who helped.

Paul’s

Paragraphs

What a summer for me. Just after the July
meeting I was sitting in my office chair,
swivelled slightly to the right and then I felt
something strange in my ankle. I couldn’t
stand and was taken to hospital. Diagnosed
with a fracture and put in plaster. So the
summer was spent hobbling around on
crutches. Enough of my problems, I am
walking well now. We have had another good
couple of months for the club with lots going
on.
August Club Night
Our practical night went well with lots going
on. Peter Stent with the square screws, John
Sherwood, Alan Hazel, Mel Martin, Richard
Davies and Robert Grant demonstrating on
lathes. Thank you all for your contribution to
the evening. The club competition had lots of
entries and a terrific display of work from
all levels. Jennie Starbuck and our new judge
Brian Mitchell did a great job and of course
the person behind the paper work Bernie
Walker, my thanks to you.
September Club Night
Dave Reeks was our turner for the evening.
Dave was one of the club’s founder members
until he moved to Kent. Over the years he
has demonstrated for seven evenings and
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attended two of our Open Days as a
demonstrator for the whole day and will be
again this year. His topic for the evening was
‘going back to basics’. What a well executed
evening’s entertainment. I believe he covered
all levels of our membership with his skill and
his way with words made it all sound so easy.
Warco Open Weekend
We attended the Warco Open Weekend on
the 12th and 13th September. Warco are new
to the woodturning side, they are mainly
engineering suppliers. My thanks go to the
stewards and demonstrators. Lunch was
provided for the helpers by Warco. The
weather was good and it was nice to be out in
the country side. What a lovely location. We
spoke to lots of people again and a couple of
possible new members. Once again we all had
a good deal of fun.
Rural Life Centre
On the 26th and 27th of September we will be
back at the Rural life Centre and I will
report on this next time. Do come down and
see us all having fun if you get the chance.

Hands on Day
The next one is in November and the list will
be available at the next club night on Neil’s
table. Get in quick as spaces are limited for
this ever popular event.
Tools
The tools seem to be going out regularly on
loan. Don’t be afraid to hire these out for a
try or a particular job you want to do. It is a
very reasonable price for a month’s hire on a
try before you buy basis. Remember there
are now two more additions to the tool
stockpile on Neil’s table.

Open Day
As I keep reminding you all this date should
now be getting to be firmly in your heads by
now. We are still looking for helpers
throughout the day. Even if you can only
spare a couple of hours it all helps. It is
looking to be another great event and a lot
of work has already gone into making this
another success, but it will only work if you
the members give some of you time.

Princes Mead Shopping Centre
On the 10th of October we will be back at
the Prince Mead Shopping Centre and are
looking for demonstrators and stewards.
Please contact me if you can help.
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